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Highlights 

• Conquer North Africa’s highest mountain, Mount Toubkal at 4167m 

• Perfect introduction to trekking at altitude in the High Atlas Mountains with outstanding panoramic 

views 

• Opportunity to explore the vibrant and colourful city of Marrakech 

• Your mountain trek will make a huge difference to the work of St Barnabas Lincolnshire Hospice 

enabling them to continue to support more than 10,500 people across Lincolnshire affected by life-

limiting or a terminal condition 
 

For pure mountain air that cuts through the heat and leaves you giddy, don’t miss the highest mountain 

in North Africa: Jebel Toubkal at 4167m, situated in the heart of the Toubkal National Park. Mount Toubkal 

has captivated mountaineers for centuries. Your ascent up the rocky giant of North Africa is no picnic, but 

is accessible to anyone in good shape and hungry for a thrilling mountain adventure. From the bustling 

Marrakech you will venture into the heart of the High Atlas through traditional Berber communities which 

line the route. You’ll have plenty of time to learn their customs through village visits and overnight stays in 

the villages & camps with hearty home-cooked meals. The views on the way up are spectacular, but 

nothing compares to what you’ll see (and feel) at the top. From the summit of Toubkal who will experience 

stunning 360-degree panoramic views which extend across the rocky Atlas ranges and southwards to 

Jebel Sahro and the Sahara Desert. 
 

If you have any questions, please feel free to get in touch with Jim Young or Sue Blunt, Adventurous Ewe, 

jim@adventurousewe.co.uk / susan@adventurousewe.co.uk or call 07747 346 588. We hope to share this 

incredible trek with you. 

Activity:  Mountain trekking  Group size:  8 – 24 participants 

Trip duration:  5 days in total      1 AE Mountain Leader  

          1 Local Guide + crew 

No. of trekking days: 3 days    Level of difficulty:     

Length of time:  Approx. 18 hours trekking    Tough   

Accommodation: Guesthouse (twin share) Costs:   Reg fee:  £  99pp 

   Camping (two-person tent)    Sponsorship: £1650pp 

Dates:   Wed 19 - Sun 23 May 2021    Self-funder:  £ 851pp 

 

mailto:jim@adventurousewe.co.uk
mailto:susan@adventurousewe.co.uk
https://stbarnabashospice.co.uk/


  

TRIP OVERVIEW                                                              ST BARNABAS HOSPICE TOUBKAL TREK 

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Mount Toubkal Trek Overview 
Below is an overview of your Toubkal Trek. Please note that this is a guideline only and we ask for your 

flexibility on this due to factors outside our control which may affect your schedule such as flight delays, 

weather, ability of the group, etc. 

 
 

Date - 2021 Activity 

Wed 19 May Flight from UK to Marrakech 

Transfer to Imlil 

Trek briefing 
 

Included 

Flights:                             From UK to Marrakech (RAK) 

Transfer:              Transfer from airport to Imlil 

Accommodation:  Imili Guesthouse (twin/triple share) 

Meals:                            Dinner 

Thur 20 May Trek Imlil to Azib Tamsoult (2,400m) 

Approximately 6 hours trekking  
 

Included 

Kit bag transfer: From Imlil to Azib Tamsoult (porters) 

Accommodation:  Camping at 2,400m 

Meals:                            Breakfast, lunch & dinner 

Fri 21 May Azib Tamsoult to Netler Refuge 

Acclimatisation day - summit of Aglzim (3,500m) 

Approximately 7 hours trekking 
 

Included 

Kit bag transfer:             From Azib Tamsoult to Nelter Refuge (porters) 

Kit provided:              Helmets if required 

Accommodation:         Camping at 3,206m 

Meals:                            Breakfast, lunch & dinner 

Sat 22 May Summit Toubkal at (4167m) 

Return trek to the refuge for lunch  

Return trek to Imlil and overnight 

Approximately 10 hours trekking 
 

Included 

Kit bag transfer:             From Azib Tamsoult to Nelter Refuge (porters) 

Kit provided:              Helmets if required 

Accommodation:         Guesthouse (twin/triple share) 

Meals:                            Breakfast, lunch & celebration dinner 

Sun 23 May Return transfer from Imlil to Marrakech 

Free time to explore Marrakech. Option to return to the UK or extend your time in 

Morocco 
 

Included 

Transfer:              From Imlil to Marrakech 

Accommodation:         Not included  

Meals:                            Breakfast 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PASSPORT, VISA, INSURANCE & VACCINATIONS  
 

 

Passport 

All nationalities require a full passport that must be valid for 6 months beyond the intended length of 

stay. Airlines may not carry passengers holding passports with less than 6 months validity. 

 

 

Visa 

Currently, British nationals don’t need a visa to enter Morocco for the purpose of tourism for up to 3 months. 

We do recommend that you check with the relevant embassy for the most up to date information 

regarding visas. It is your responsibility to have the correct personal documents and obtain your own visa, 

if one is necessary. Adventurous Ewe is not responsible for the actions of local immigration and customs 

officials, whether at points of entry or otherwise. 
 

Please visit the UK Foreign & Commonwealth office website, or your respective nationality governing 

website, for the latest travel information on Morocco at:  

https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/morocco/entry-requirements 

 

 

Insurance 

It is a condition of joining this trip that you are insured and we require that, at a minimum, you are 

covered for medical expenses including emergency repatriation. We strongly recommend that the 

policy also covers personal liability, cancellation, curtailment and loss of luggage and personal effects. 

It is compulsory to supply Adventurous Ewe with documentary evidence of your travel insurance at least 

14 days prior to departure. Please email the following details to jim@adventurousewe.co.uk 

• Your full name 

• Your Travel Insurance provider 

• Your Travel Insurance policy number 

• Your Travel Insurance emergency contact telephone number 
 

 

Vaccinations 

For up to date vaccination information please check the NHS government website ‘Fit for Travel’ at: 

https://www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk/destinations 
 

Please note, some vaccinations require a course of injections therefore we recommend consulting your 

GP or Travel Clinic 6-8 weeks in advance of travel.   
 

 

Travel Aware 

The Foreign & Commonwealth Office and NHS have up-to-date advice on staying safe and healthy 

abroad. To keep informed of current travel news visit https://travelhealthpro.org.uk/  

 

 
 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/morocco/entry-requirements
mailto:jim@adventurousewe.co.uk
https://www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk/destinations
https://travelhealthpro.org.uk/
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Day 1: Wednesday 19 May 2021 
UK to Marrakech 

You will be met at Marrakech Airport by your Adventurous Ewe Leader before being transferred to 

the Berber mountain village of Imlil at 1700m, the foothills of the Atlas Mountains. This transfer will take 

approximately 1.5 hours. On arrival you will have time to get to know your fellow team-mates and 

make final preparations for your trek. Your Adventurous Ewe Leader will provide a full trek briefing 

over dinner. 
 

Included: 

Flights:   Economy return flights from London UK to Marrakech Morocco 

Transfer:        Minibus transfer from Marrakech airport to Imlil 

Accommodation:  Imili Guesthouse (twin/triple share basis) 

Meals:                           Dinner 

 

Day 2: Thursday 20 May 2021 

Trek Imlil to Azib Tamsoult (2,400m) 

After a delicious Moroccan breakfast, your Adventurous Ewe team will load up all the equipment 

and food supplies ready for your trek of Mount Toubkal. You will leave the quaint Berber mountain 

village of Imlil and head up the Mizane valley before heading west over the Tizi Mzik pass (2489mt) 

for lunch. The trail then slowly leads its way to Azib Tamsoult (2400mt) to your camp for the night.  
 

Approximately 6 hours trekking  
 

Included 

Kit bag transfer: From Imlil to Azib Tamsoult (porters) 

Accommodation:  Camping at 2,400m 

Meals:                            Breakfast, lunch & dinner 

 

  
 
 

Day 3: Friday 21 May 2021 
Azib Tamsoult to Netler Refuge 

Today is a planned acclimatisation day which will help prepare you for your Toubkal summit 

attempt the following day. The team will leave camp early morning and aim for the summit of 

Aglzim at 3,500m. Once on the summit you will be rewarded with stunning views over the High Atlas 

before starting your decent into camp. Arriving at camp in the Mizane Valley at 3,206m at the foot 

of Mount Toubkal late afternoon. Approximately 7 hours trekking 
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Included 

Kit bag transfer:              From Azib Tamsoult to Nelter Refuge (porters) 

Kit hire provided: Helmets if required 

Accommodation:          Camping at 3,206m 

Meals:                            Breakfast, lunch & dinner 
 

  
 

  

 

Day 4: Saturday 22 May 2021 

Summit Toubkal 

Today is another early start as the team take on the highest mountain in North Africa with your 

summit attempt of Mount Toubkal at 4,167m.  Your ascent starts climbing steeply as soon as you 

leave Neltner Refuge camp.  As a team you will make your way up the south cwm before 

traversing the south ridge to the summit. On reaching the summit you will be rewarded with 360 

degree views of the High Atlas Mountain range which is simply jaw-dropping. With time to take your 

summit photos you will then make your way back down to the refuge for a well-earned break and 

some food before continuing down to Imlil. Approximately 10 hours of trekking. 
 

Included: 

Kit bag transfer:              From Nelter Refuge to Imlil (porters) 

Kit hire provided: Helmets if required 

Accommodation:          Guesthouse (twin/triple share basis) 

Meals:                            Breakfast, lunch & celebratory dinner 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Day 5: Sunday 23 May 2021 

Imlil – Marrakech 

After a relaxing breakfast it’s a short drive back to Marrakech.  

Depending on flight times you can either explore Marrakech and visit the Djemaa el Fna, an open-

air market with food stalls, colourful spice stands, a huge array of clothing, leather goods and all 

sorts of trinkets, travelling musicians and acrobats. There’s also some great bargain hunting to be 

had. Or be transferred directly to the airport for your return flight to the UK. 
 

Included 

Transfer: From Imlil to Marrakech Airport  

Flights: Marrakech Morocco to London UK 

Accommodation:  NA 

Meals:                           Breakfast only  

 

  

 
 

Arrive back in the UK 

Make your own way from the airport home. 
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WHAT’S INCLUDED 

Before your trek     On your trek 

• All planning and logistics for your trek 

• Personalised support from your experienced  

Adventurous Ewe crew. We’re here to answer 

any questions prior to your trek 

• Pre-trip support materials – kit list, training guide,  

Travel advice, responsible tourism tips  

Your trek info will also be available via our  

mobile travel app via Vamoos 

• Discount code for Joe Brown / The Climbers Shop     

and ashmei sustainable athletic apparel  

• All risk assessments and safety management 

• Public Liability insurance 

• Monthly payment plan for self-funder package  

available on request 

• Financial Travel Protection 

 

 

 

 

WHAT’S NOT INCLUDED 

Before your trek      On your trek 

• Travel insurance (mandatory) 

• Any visa requirements – please refer to:   
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/morocco/entry-requirements   

• Any vaccination/s. Please refer to: 
 https://www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk/destinations  

• Clothing and equipment on your Kit List 

 
 

 

COSTS 
 

Costs per person 

  Cost Details 

Registration fee £   99pp 

Non-refundable. Payable on registration by 

the participant. 

Sponsorship package £1,650pp 

Please send all sponsorship money directly to 

St Barnabas Hospice Lincolnshire.   

Self-funder package £ 851pp 

Remaining balance payable to Adventurous 

Ewe no later than 6 weeks prior to departure. 

Raise as much sponsorship as you can and 

send it directly to St Barnabas Hospice 

Lincolnshire.   

• Adventurous Ewe Leader with remote first aid 

qualifications  

• Return international airfares from London UK to 

Marrakech Morocco 

• All transfers 

• Qualified Moroccan Trekking Guide with remote 

first aid qualifications 

• All ground crew per your itinerary including Cook 

Luggage transfer on the trek via mules (please 

ensure your kit bag does not exceed 10kgs for 

the mules) 

• 2-nights guesthouse accommodation (twin/triple 

share basis) 

• 2-nights camping (two-person tents) 

• All camping equipment 

• Hire of helmets if required 

• National Park Fees 

• Satellite telephone and VHF radio back up 

• Meals as outlined in your itinerary 

• Drinking water in Imlil and on your trek 

• All logistical & safety management in Morocco. 

• Lunch in Marrakech on the last day 

• Sleeping bag & matt 

• Personal snacks 

• Any additional excursions outside the 

itinerary 

• Personal spending money 

• Tips and gratuities for local crew (optional) 

• Any other items not listed in your Trip Notes 

• Any expenses incurred with leaving the 

trip early, ie. flight costs, accommodation, 

medical costs, etc. 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/morocco/entry-requirements
https://www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk/destinations
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

TRANSFERS 

Internal road transfers 

Airport transfers and transfers to and from the start of the trekking point will be via mini bus. All mini 

buses are fitted with seat belts. 
 

 

SAFETY 

Adventurous Ewe prioritises the safety of all of their trekkers and staff, and as such have developed 

a thorough safety management system. This encompasses comprehensive risk assessments and 

procedures together with audits of all aspects of your challenge from vehicles to accommodation 

to the trek activities. Your health and safety is our top priority. 
 

Many national governments provide a regularly updated advice service on safety issues involved 

with international travel. We recommend that you check the Foreign & Commonwealth Office 

Travel advice website for their latest travel information before departure and ensure that your travel 

insurance covers you for all areas your itinerary covers.  

Please visit: https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/morocco  
 

We strongly recommend the use of a neck wallet or money belt while travelling, for the safe-

keeping of your passport, air tickets, cash and other valuable items. Leave your valuable jewellery 

at home - you won't need it while travelling. Many of the hotels in Marrakech have safety deposit 

boxes, which is the most secure way of storing your valuables. A lock is recommended for securing 

your luggage. 
 

Your Leader will accompany you on all included trekking activities, however during your trip you'll 

have some free time to pursue your own interests, relax and take it easy or explore at your leisure. 

While your Leader will assist you with the available options in a given location, please note that any 

optional activities you undertake are not part of your Adventurous Ewe itinerary, and Adventurous 

Ewe makes no representations about the safety of the activity or the standard of the operators 

running them. Please use your own good judgement when selecting an activity in your free time. 

Please also note that your Leader has the authority to amend or cancel any part of the trip itinerary 

if it's deemed necessary due to safety concerns. 

 

LUGGAGE 

Your luggage, food, water and camping equipment is transported for you from one night-stop to 

the next. From Imlil to Nelter Refuge your main kit bag is transferred by mule which is the traditional 

means of transportation in the mountains. Therefore hard-sided luggage is not suitable, so it is 

essential that your kit is packed in a soft bag, rucksack or expedition kitbag and weighs no more 

than 10kgs. You should also bring a daypack to carry your items needed during the day such as 

wet-weather jacket & trousers, a warm layer, beanie hat & gloves, first aid kit, personal medication, 

sun-screen, camera, etc. as you will not have access to your main luggage until the evening. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/morocco
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ACCOMMODATION 

Guesthouse (2 nights twin/triple share rooms) and camping (2 nights two-person tents) 
 

We've sourced our accommodation very carefully and picked the best possible hotels in line with 

the Adventurous Ewe style of travel and using locally owned guesthouses, but please note that 

service and accommodation in Morocco may be different to western standards. You will be 

staying in a locally owned guesthouse whilst in Imlil. 
 

The style of accommodation indicated in the day-to-day itinerary is a guideline. On rare occasions, 

alternative arrangements may need to be made due to the lack of availability of rooms in our 

usual accommodation. A similar standard of accommodation will be used in these instances. 
 

Accommodation on this trip is on a twin/triple basis. Please note there may be times where facilities 

will be shared rather than ensuite (even if you paid for single room supplement!). 
 

Camping 

During the trek you will be camping in two-person tents within the vicinity of the Nelter Mountain 

Refuge in order to use the facilities. Please note, the refuge has very limited heating options as this 

would be a major financial and environmental strain. It's also a case of energy supply and timing 

provisions, which is limited. Please be prepared for cold showers if you so wish to have a shower. 

 

  

FOOD AND DRINKS 

Food and drinks 
4 breakfasts, 3 lunches and 4 dinners included 

On trek, the food is a mixture of local and Western, all purchased locally and cooked for you by your trek 

cook. Breakfasts are continental style, with tea and coffee, orange juice, cereal, bread, jam and honey. 

Lunches will be provided on the days of trekking. Dinner will be provided in the guesthouse and in the 

mountain refuge. Dinner usually consists of rice, pasta, couscous, with a vegetable stew (or tagine) and 

maybe some meat (usually chicken, lamb or beef). Meat is not prominent on the menu. All dishes come 

with traditional sauces which are rarely spicy. Hot drinks are provided after dinner. 
 

Vegetarians can be catered for but there is a fairly limited choice of cous cous and tajine or omelettes. 

This is particularly the case during the more rural or trekking sections of the trip. Please note that if you 

have any special dietary requirements you should inform Adventurous Ewe at 

info@adventurousewe.co.uk prior to the trip. If you have a specific medical/dietary need (i.e. coeliac or 

vegan) you may find it helpful to bring some items of food with you from home.  
 

It is not recommended to drink untreated water from the taps. You will be provided with drinking water 

throughout your trek. You are welcome to also take water purification tablets or a filter bottle (such as a 

Water-To-Go bottle) to treat your water. We do not encourage the purchasing of single use plastic 

bottles. Fizzy drinks are available to purchase enroute. If you do buy bottled drinks, please be aware of 

the bottles you are using and dispose of them in an appropriate manor. 

 

  

mailto:info@adventurousewe.co.uk
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EXPERIENCE 
 

Trekking experience and level of difficulty  

This is a strenuous trek to an area of outstanding scenic and cultural interest. The trip is designed for 

confident trekkers who are new to altitude walking as well as those who have had previous 

experience. Some sections on Toubkal can be steep and rough. Although these sections are not 

technically difficult they are high and can be exposed. Where there is a high level of exposure the 

guide will manage the situation or provide use of a rope. It is mandatory that you obey the wishes 

of the guide in these circumstances. 
 

The regions we visit on the trip are very remote and you should be prepared to spend time in areas 

where facilities and services are limited. Some roads are unpaved and although well-maintained 

they can be bumpy and dusty. Walking hours stated are given as approximates only. Timings stated 

include lunch and photo stops and will vary depending on the pace of your group and weather 

conditions. 
 

Altitude 

Trekking to the summit of North Africa’s highest mountain (maximum 4167m, average 2600mm) 

involves walking and sleeping at altitude, therefore altitude sickness is a possibility. Our base camp 

on the mountain is at 3,206m and therefore mild symptoms may be experienced, such as 

headaches, nausea and lack of appetite. The best way to adjust to altitude is to walk slowly and 

rest as often as possible – in addition, make sure you drink plenty of water during your trek! Your 

Leader and local guide will be able to advise you if you are starting to feel the effects of altitude.  
 

Due to the unpredictability of the climate in the High Atlas Mountains, you will need to be prepared 

for walking in all conditions, as the weather can change extremely rapidly, making clothing and 

footwear choices important. 
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Mountain Guides 

All our Adventurous Ewe Leaders are qualified Mountain Leaders with high altitude mountaineering 

experience. They have been carefully selected to ensure you have the best experience on your 

trek with a bit of humour thrown in for good measure. All Guides are remote first aid trained as well. 
 

Your local guide has also been carefully selected based on their experience and knowledge of the 

trek together with their knowledge of the area. Your local guide will also be fluent in English and 

Arabic. 
 

 
 

WEATHER 

For people new to trekking at high elevations, the best time to climb Mount Toubkal is in the spring 

months of April – May or during the autumn months of September – October. This way you avoid 

the extreme heat and cold. The minimum temperate in the mountains should be around 4 degrees 

Celsius and the maximum around 18 degrees Celsius. Please note, any warmth provided by the sun 

soon goes after the sun disappears behind the mountains in the late afternoon.  
 

Marrakech is likely to be warm during the day, and can be a little chilly at night.  
 

We recommend that you check the mountain weather forecast in the days leading up to your trek 

via the website below.  

https://www.mountain-forecast.com/peaks/Toubkal/forecasts/4167  

 

  

 

 

https://www.mountain-forecast.com/peaks/Toubkal/forecasts/4167
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RESPONSIBLE TOURISM 
 

Responsible Travel in Morocco 

Adventurous Ewe is committed to delivering travel experiences in a responsible and ethical manner 

and with sustainable development at its core. We believe strongly in low impact and positive 

impact tourism. 
 

We respect and aim to operate our adventures and events to benefit local people, their cultures, 

economy and the environment! For full details of our Responsible Tourism Policy please visit: 

https://www.adventurousewe.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Responsible-Travel-Adventurous-Ewe-

2018.pdf  
 

Some of the responsible travel features embedded in our Toubkal Trek: 

• Using local crew and drivers wherever possible who are all extremely knowledgeable and 

willing to share their local way of life often with a big friendly smile 

• Staying in smaller-scale locally owned accommodation 

• Buying locally produced food and drink, and dining in locally owned restaurants 

• Minimising plastic waste wherever possible 

• Careful management of limited energy and water resources 

• Offering real life experiences which promote cross-cultural understanding 

• Operating with a ‘leave no trace’ ethos – “Take only photos, leave only footsteps and keep 

nothing but memories’. 

• Adventurous Ewe will make a financial contribution to the environmental charity, Cool Earth, as 

part of their business partnership. 
 

Morocco is predominantly a Muslim country. However, Morocco is very conservative when 

compared with standards you may be accustomed to at home and you should dress accordingly. 

As a guideline, shoulders, cleavage and knees should be covered at all times. Wearing shorts (men 

and women), low-cut tops, and showing midriff is not recommended as it will restrict your entry into 

buildings of a religious nature and family homes, and is considered disrespectful to the local culture. 

Long, light-coloured, lightweight sleeved shirts, trousers and skirts are respectful, cover your body, 

keep you cool in the heat and protect you from the sun. 
 

Wherever possible, we contract local Moroccan suppliers and assist them to improve the quality of 

their services. By booking this trip, you'll be helping us to support service providers, small businesses 

and guesthouse throughout Morocco. 
 

We use local guides with wide experience and knowledge of cultural traditions and an ability to 

interpret the cultural heritage of the people in the places visited. 

https://www.adventurousewe.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Responsible-Travel-Adventurous-Ewe-2018.pdf
https://www.adventurousewe.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Responsible-Travel-Adventurous-Ewe-2018.pdf


  

 

TOUBKAL TREK KIT LIST 

 

KIT LIST 
Good quality, durable kit could mean the difference between a fantastic trek and an 

uncomfortable one. Please note, the climate in the High Atlas Mountains is ever changing on a daily 

basis so please ensure you are well prepared for all weather conditions including the heat, the cold, the 

wet and very windy conditions. Below is the list of essential kit to take on your Toubkal Trek. 
 

Clothing 

 Base layer – 2 pairs preferably a synthetic or merino wool wicking layer with a long sleeved top and 

long-johns. One of these pairs can be used for sleeping whilst in the mountain refuge 

 Fleece Jacket or Wind-stopper A full zip version is easier to put on and has better ventilation than a 

pull over style 

 Insulated down jacket with a hood - needs to fit over all insulation layers and should not be heavy or 

bulky. A must for the evenings, early morning and in the mountain refuge. This should also fit into your 

day bag for use during the day should it be required. This can also double-up as a pillow at night. 

 Trousers – 1 pair of fleece or synthetic / nylon or polyester. Avoid cotton they absorb moisture easily 

and thereby have a cooling effect. Zip-off trousers are ideal so they can also be worn as shorts 

 Waterproofs - breathable waterproof jacket that has a good hood. Waterproof over-trousers – it is 

recommended that they have a long/full length zip so you can put them on whilst still wearing boots 

 Wicking t-shirts for trekking 

 Headwear - warm woolly hat and cap/sunhat 

 Gloves - a pair of thin liners you can keep on the whole time if you need to. On top of this a pair of 

Wind Stopper gloves. Alternatively gloves that have a removable fleece liner. Mitts are also good. 

Work on the layering principal rather than one thick pair 

 Underwear - preferably synthetic as they dry quicker 

 Buff or bandana – for the cold or sun protection 

 Casual clothes for the guesthouse  
 

Footwear 

 Boots – well-worn in waterproof trekking boots with ankle support 

 Trainers – or comfortable shoes to wear in the evenings  

 Socks – minimum of 2 pairs of merino wool or synthetic trekking socks over the liner socks. Please 

ensure you trial your sock-wear prior to departure to ensure your sock choice is suitable for your feet 

 Flip-flops or similar – for shower use (optional) 

 



  

Bags 

 Kit bag – preferably a soft bag. This bag will be transferred to your guesthouse and the mountain 

refuge. Please ensure you have a luggage label attached to your bag with your name clearly 

written on it. Whilst on the mountain your kitbag will be transported by mule so it must not exceed 

10kgs. 

 Rucksack – 30 - 35 - 45 litre rucksack should be sufficient for you to carry your own spare clothing, 

camera, and all your personal kit including your lunch, snacks and water. Preferably your rucksack 

should have with waist belt to help distribute the weight and a whistle for safety provisions 

 Dry-bags - we recommend packing your kit inside dry bags to ensure your kit remains dry in the case 

of wet weather. A wet-weather cover can also be used over your rucksack but this must be securely 

fastened to your bag especially during high winds. 

 Reusable cloth bag for shopping (to avoid plastic bags) 

 

Equipment 

 Water bottle - we suggest a 2-3 litre capacity. Platypus / Camelbak system. A wide mouth water 

bottle is ideal for collecting water. Please bring water purification tablets to reduce the need for 

purchasing water in plastic bottles 

 Head torch & spare batteries - essential to carry at all times during the trek  

 Sunglasses – these are essential. They must have strong UVA/UVB protection 

 Trekking pole(s) - optional. Please train with these prior to your trek 

 Gaitors – optional. Should be worn over the boot and not too tight  

 Sleeping bag – please ensure a good 3-4 season sleeping bag as the nights can be cold especially 

whilst camping.  You can expect temperatures of between 10 to 0 degrees celcius at night. If you 

wish to help keep the inside of your sleeping bag clean, bring a sleeping bag liner to sleep in plus it 

will add a little more warmth 

 Sleeping bag liner – (optional) 
 

Documents 

 Passport 

 Visa - at the time of producing this document, UK nationals did not require a visa to enter Morocco. 

For all other nationalities, please check with your respective Embassy with regards to visa 

requirements and applications 

 Insurance certificate / policy – essential. You must send your travel insurance document number 

and emergency contact phone number to Adventurous Ewe no later than 14 days prior to 

departure 

 Cash – Moroccan Dirhams. You can withdraw dirhams’s from ATM’s at Marrakech Airport or in 

Marrakech.  

 Debit and credit cards 

 Photocopies of essential documents and a copy left with your next of kin 
 

Miscellaneous kit 

 Face-mask and hand sanistiser 

 Sunscreen and lip block – SPF40 as a minimum  

 Electrolytes for your water to help with hydration. Please sample these before the trek to ensure they 

do not cause you any stomach upsets 

 Camera – we recommend small digital cameras however the scenery is spectacular so if you use a 

SLR style camera and you are happy to carry this. Please note, recharging facilities will be limited so 

it would be ideal to bring your own charging packs 

 Go-Pro - if you have a Go-Pro or similar, again this is a film-makers dream location, so feel free to 

bring this along as well. Please note, recharging facilities will be limited so it would be ideal to bring 

your own charging packs 

 Drones – please note, the use of drones are not permitted in Morocco 

 Toiletries - including biodegradable wet-wipes, toilet roll & biodegradable small rubbish bags (for 

toilet paper rubbish on the trek) 



  

 Light-weight mico-fibre towel – optional 

 Personal First Aid - please bring any personal medication plus paracetamol, ibuprofen, rehydration 

sachets, antibacterial hand gel and plasters/Compeed blister pads, zinc oxide or Rock tape, anti-

diarrhoea tablets, antiseptic cream/ointment/wipes, rehydration salts (ie. dioralyte), anti-histamines, 

throat lozenges, cough sweets and water purification tablets (optional) 

 Small padlock for your kit bag 
 

Nice to have 

 Ear plugs for camping 

 Binoculars  

 Battery charging pack for camera and phone 

 Favourite snacks, both sweet and savoury 

 Alarm clock 

 Duct tape for emergency repairs – (wrap some around your trekking pole or drink bottle rather than 

carrying a whole roll) 

 Spare clothes for casual wear  
 

 

BAGGAGE AND WEIGHT 
As a guide for the trek, your total baggage (day-pack + main kit bag) should weigh around 15kg 

inclusive. If it's more you’ve possibly got too much, which usually manifests itself in the form of too much 

toiletries, books, "medical" supplies, unnecessary snacks. We highly recommend wearing your trekking 

boots and hiking clothing on the plane just in case your main kit bag is delayed. 
 

Day packs should be between 30 - 35 litres to carry your clothing including water-proof jacket & trousers, 

warm layers and down jacket, water bottle / camelback provisions, packed lunch, snacks, personal 

medical kit, camera kit, head-torch & batteries, sunglasses, warm woolly hat and sun cap, gloves. 
 

 

KIT PURCHASING – CODES WILL BE PROVIDED ONCE YOU HAVE BOOKED 

Adventurous Ewe have a 15% discount code for the Cotswolds Outdoor and Snow & Rock Outdoor 

Shops. There are stores located throughout the UK plus this code may be used online at 

www.cotswoldoutdoor.com/ or https://www.snowandrock.com/.   

Adventurous Ewe also have a partnership with sporting apparel company ashmei where 

sustainability meets performance. https://ashmei.com/  

 

 

For any further information or if you have any queries, please contact:  
 

Mike Pastor 

St Barnabas Hospice Lincolnshire 

Challenge Events Fundraiser 

Tel: 01522 559514 Ext: 4514 | M: 07483 171758 

Email: mike.pastor@stbarnabashospice.co.uk  

Web: StBarnabasHospice.co.uk 
       

 

Jim Young 

Adventurous Ewe 

Email: jim@adventurousewe.co.uk 

Tel: 07747 346 588 

Web: adventurousewe.co.uk  

#ewecandoit 
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